1. Using this sport facility is at your own risk.
2. Before driving the go-kart, please read the safety and operation rules and listen to instructions of our staff.
3. Children driving is only allowed from 125 cm height and only when accompanied by an adult and with the consent
of the legal guardian.
4. Empty your pockets before driving the go-kart. Security lockers are located in the entrance hall.
5. Entry and exit from the go- kart is done only at the premises of the depot and the presence of our staff.
6. Safety helmet must be worn and properly secured while driving, and protective visor must be closed.
For hygienic reasons the mask must be worn under the helmet. (Masks can be purchased at the front desk.)
7. Driving in oversized clothes eg.: Big jackets, shirts, shawl / scarf, long hair is strictly forbidden.
8. Imprudent driving can cause an accident, it is therefore necessary to brake in a timely manner. Choose such a speed
that you do not endanger yourself or others. Failure to follow safe distance between karts will run the risk of collision
and liability for damage caused by indiscriminate way driving.
9. Always fully concentrate on the part of the track in front of you, do not release steering wheel. Do not wave your hands or feet.
10. Any contact with another go-kart is strictly forbidden.
11. Never leave your go-kart outside the premises of the depot. Do not drive too slowly, stop only in case of emergency.
12. During an emergency stop or collision do not leave your go-kart. Call the operator by waving your hand.
13. Driving a go-kart under the influence of alcohol and drugs is strictly banned.
14. Exit and entrance to the depot is managed strictly by the operator.
15. It is strictly forbidden to smoke and enter the premises with food and drinks.
16. Respect the instructions of our staff . By not respecting safety and operation rules, you can be
disqualified from driving without compensation.

The presence at your own risk.

The operator is not liable for damages caused by not respecting the safety and operation instructions.
Entering the premises of Volt racing center or buying a ticket visitor agrees and undertakes to comply
with the safety and operation instructions. In the event of an accident due to their fault, operator charges
compensation of damaged parts of go-karts and other equipment.

Driving the go-kart

The driving license is not necessary. The go-kart is easy to use: two pedals, left foot BRAKE, right foot GAS,
without gear shifting. Operation button under the steering wheel.
Position 1: Ride forward. Position 0: Neutral. Position 2: Reverse.
Go-kartart responds instantly to any movement of the wheel. Drive slowly in first rounds.

